
The Action: give a brief description of the project.

When was the project completed & how long did it take from start to finish?

 

What elements made this project a success?

What were the main challenges?

List the key players and their roles.

Roughly, what was the final cost and how was it funded?

What were the results of this action after it was completed?
(Financial savings, energy savings or environmental benefits?)

Any advice for other communities interested in undertaking 
a similar energy action?

Share a brief story about how 
this project came to be and why.

Learn more about this 
Energy Action by contacting:

Profile submitted by/date:

Renewable Energy
Energy Efficiency
Transportation
Other


	Project Name/City/State: LITTLETON NH, POLICE DEPARTMENT GAS-SAVINGS INITIATIVE
	Check-Renewable Energy: Off
	Check-Renewable Energy Efficiency: 
	Check-Transportation: Yes
	Check-other: 
	Check-other description: 
	The Action: The Littleton PD has a departmental procedure designed to (1) conserve fuel and save money, and (2) to address environmental concerns relating to air pollution. 
	When was project completed: Two months were required to develop the document as input was sought from all members of the PD. The project was completely in 2011.
	What Elements made success: This was a common sense approach that allowed enough leeway to be operationally workable. Bottom-up approach ensured departmental buy-in; the driving force at the time was a budget crisis. Small size of the department eased implementation.
	What were main challenges: There was only one other PD in NH that had such a policy, so there were a lot of examples to follow. No extant tracking programs. 
	Key Players: Police Chief Paul Smith was the inspiration and driving force. This project did not require approval by the Town Manager or Board of Selectmen. Assistance was received from the Lebanon PD.
	Roughly Final cost: None, other than some man hours for research and procedure development. If not already available, another PD might consider acquiring battery-saving devices and LED light bars.
	Share a brief story: There are four elements to the procedure:➢ Bike patrols are encourage when staffing and weather allow➢ Foot patrols should be undertaken in the downtown area when staffing and weather allow➢ Man the station when staffing allows➢ Make every effort to avoid idling vehicles (engines, batteries, and electrical systems turned off)
	What were the results: Regrettably, no mechanism to measure success was put in place. Significant changes in manning and other factors have complicated a post-facto analysis.
	Advice for others: Develop measurement criteria and benchmarks before implementation of such a procedure. Use a bottom-up approach to ensure buy-in. Allow for exceptions (weather, K9 units, etc.)
	Learn more by contacting: Ron BoltLittleton Energy Conservation Committee
	Profile submitted by/date: Ron BoltMarch 2015


